ローマ（イタリア）
Ancient Rome
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The Historic Centre of Rome, the Properties of the Holy See in that City Enjoying Extraterritorial
Rights and San Paolo Fuori le Mura was inscribed in 1980. Founded in 753 BC, Rome was the center of
the Roman Republic, the Empire, and the Christian world. The site includes the Forums, the Mausoleums of
Augustus and Hadrian, Pantheon, the Col...

Eternal Rome & Vatican Museums
Drive to the heart of Rome, passing St Paul’s Basilica, the Pyramid of Caius Cestius, Circus Maximus and
stopping at the Trevi Fountain. Walk to Piazza Venezia (Venice Square), along Imperial Forum Avenue and
then stop for a view over the Roman Forum. On the far side, you can see the Colosseum and the Arch of
Constantine. After lunch, you will cross the River Tiber to...

Etruscan History & Italian Farmhouse Delicacies
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The Etruscan Necropolises of Cerveteri and Tarquinia, inscribed in 2004, constitute a unique and
exceptional testimony to the ancient Etruscan civilization, the only urban civilization in pre-Roman Italy. The
depiction of daily life in the frescoed tombs, many of which are replicas of Etruscan houses, is a unique
testimony to this ...

Landmarks of Rome
Enjoy the beauty of the Eternal City as you take in some of her most famous landmarks. Your day begins
with an approximate 90-minute motor coach drive to Rome. At your first stop, you will begin a
delightful walk through town, starting from the imposing Piazza del Popolo, through the
celebrated Spanish Steps and on to the Trevi Fountain. Toss a coin into ...

Private Car - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Car - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most

interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Roma & Airport Transfer
On this panoramic motor coach drive, you will catch a glimpse of the Imperial Roman Era as you pass
and admire the Imperial Forums, the Colosseum and the Arch of Constantine. Marvel at the beauty of
Piazza Venezia and Capitoline Hill. Leap into the Papal Era as you drive along the banks of the Tiber River.
Watch for the Jewish Quarter and its synagogue, and the imposing Castel Sant Angel...

Roma on Your Own
This transfer may suit you if you would like to explore on your own. It consists of a motor coach ride from
the ship to the city. The drop-off and pickup point in Rome is near the People’s Square area. The coach

escort will advise you of the pick-up time for the return journey. Please be at the pickup point 15 minutes
prior to departure, as the coach is not allowed to wait. ...

Rome on Your Own by Train
Transfer from the pier to the rail station and step aboard a rail car booked exclusively for Seabourn guests.
This classic adventure offers a ride in comfort through the Italian countryside and through the region
occupied by the Etruscans. You’ll arrive in Rome at St Peter’s Station just 60 minutes later. The train
escort will brief you about the local attractio...

Sacred Vatican
Relax during a 1½-hour journey by minibus to the center of Rome. Your guide will give you a map and help
you to plan your approximately 3½ hours of free time in the wonderful city of Rome. After your free time,
re-board the minibus for a transfer to theVatican. Your private Vatican tour begins at the Porta di Bronzo,
the Bronze Gate, on Viale Vaticano. Once insid...

Super Vatican: Vatican City & Inside the Pope's Summer Estate
Experience the splendor of the Pope’s private Summer Estate, recently open to the public by special
concession of Pope Francis. Here, the splendor of art and the glory of nature co-exist in a perfect
equilibrium. Built atop the villa of Emperor Tito Flavius, in the hills south of Rome, the estate overlooks the
lake of Castel Gandolfo. The 135-acre complex has been a second home for...

The Art of Cooking: Getty's Posta Vecchia Mansion
La Posta Vecchia is a 17th-century villa overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea, surrounded by 15 acres of
Italianate gardens. This elegant retreat was the home of Paul Getty from 1960 to 1975. The villa was
furnished with the help of Professor Federico Zeri—curator of the Getty Museum in California. All of the
furnishings have remained unchanged since Getty's day, giving La Post...

The Vatican
Your once-in-a-lifetime experience begins with an approximately 90-minute motor coach drive to Rome.
Your destination is the Vatican City and entrance into the world famousVatican Museums. A sovereign
state within the Italian Republic, the Vatican has been completely independent since 1929, and has its own
radio station, newspaper, stamps, currency, railroad station and diplomati...

ベニス（イタリア）
Love that Lamborghini!
From the pier it’s an approximately 1½-hour drive to Sant'Agata Bolognese. This tiny village, well placed
in a wealthy industrial area, is home of the world-renownedAutomobili Lamborghini firm. Dive into the

history of the Lamborghini family, and indeed the company, during a visit to the Lamborghini Museum. In
the photo gallery, admire a pictorial history...

Murano & Burano with Airport Transfer
Upon disembarkation, you will leave your luggage at Seabourn’s pierside storage facility. Then, board a
private boat to visit two of the Venetian Lagoon’s 40 islands—Murano and Burano. In 1291, when furnaces
were banned from Venice as a fire precaution, the manufacturers of exquisite glassware were transferred
to Murano. Glassware was one of the few Venetian exports, so...

Murano Glass & Burano Lace
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The city of Venice and its Lagoon, situated in Northeast Italy, was inscribed in 1987. Founded in the 5th
century AD and spread over 118 small islands, Venice became a major maritime power in the 10th century.
The whole city is an extraordinary architectural mas...

Nighttime Gondola Serenade
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The city of Venice and its Lagoon, situated in Northeast Italy, was inscribed in 1987. Founded in the 5th
century AD and spread over 118 small islands, Venice beca...

Private Boat (Full Day)
This exclusive new tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the
most interesting sights of Venice in the comfort and privacy of your own motor launch. With your private
motor launch, and the personalized attention of your boat captain and English-speaking guide, you will have
the flexibility and independence to design your itinerary ashore according to...

Private Boat (Half Day)
This exclusive new tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the
most interesting sights of Venice in the comfort and privacy of your own motor launch. With your private
motor launch, and the personalized attention of your boat captain and English-speaking guide, you will have
the flexibility and independence to design your itinerary ashore according to...

Romantic Gondola Serenade for Two
Venice is best admired from the water, and the city provides especially lovely viewing at night, with moonlit
reflections glistening on the water. A romantic evening ride by gondolaalong the magical canals of Venice
is an experience to treasure forever. You will transfer by launch from the ship to the gondola-landing pier
near St Mark’s Square. After a 15-minute walk you wi...

Save Venice: San Sebastiano Church & the Veronese Frescoes
A city worth saving, Venice is a repository of countless artistic and architectural treasures. Among these
treasures is the 16th-century Church of San Sebastiano, located in the Dorsoduro area, and the amazing
artwork you will find within. San Sebastiano houses three large canvas frescoes by Veronese, which
narrate the Old Testament story of the Esther. A vast and beautiful decorative wo...

The Fair City of Verona
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The City of Verona was founded in the 1st century BC and inscribed in 2000. It particularly flourished
under the rule of the Scaliger family in the 13th and 14th centuries and as part of the Republic of Venice
from the 15th to 18th centuries. Verona has preserved monuments from antiquity, the medieval and
Renaissance periods, and is an o...

Venice Treasures
UNESCO World Heritage Site
The city of Venice and its Lagoon, situated in Northeast Italy, was inscribed in 1987. Founded in the 5th
century AD and spread over 118 small islands, Veni...

バルセロナ（スペイン）
Barcelona Highlights with Airport Transfer
Enjoy a drive through fascinating Barcelona. Your guide will point out many highlights, beginning with the
13th-century cathedral located in the Gothic Quarter, where you'll step inside to admire the interior. From
there, you will drive up the Passeig de Gracia. This street showcases many of the city's Modernist buildings
-- some designed by architect Antoni Gaudí. You'll pas...

Barcelona's Public Markets
Experience a slice of the real Barcelona, including the Old Town with its charming narrow streets and tiny
shops -- an integral part of the history in Barcelona from the Gothic era to the present day. Departing the
pier by motor coach, you will disembark in the Gothic Quarter and explore the Santa Caterina Market, one
of the oldest markets in Barcelona, in operation since 1848. Hu...

Cooking Class: Paella

Barcelona, on an outing specially crafted for those enamored with all things
culinar...

Hiking Montserrat
A rugged mountain not far from Barcelona is home to one of the most popular pilgrimage destinations in
Spain -- the Shrine of Our Lady of Montserrat. Since the 12th century, pilgrims have been drawn to the
mountain to venerate the miraculous statue of the Black Madonna (La Moreneta). On this half-day
excursion you will drive to the mountains outside of Barcelona to Montserrat and visit t...

Private Car - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Car - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

The World of Gaudi
UNESCO World Heritage Site
Barcelona's most famous and brilliant modern architect, Antoni Gaudí, built his best, most unusual and
most controversial works in Barcelona. On this morning tour, you'll pass the remarkable curvilinear Casa
Batlló before touring the luxurious Casa Mila (also known asLa Pedrera). Step inside to see the interior
apartments, re-creat...

アマルフィ（イタリア）
Emerald Grotto
Step aboard a motor launch at the pier and head to the astonishing and colorful Grotta dello Smeraldo,
just a hop, skip and a jump from Amalfi. Take in the beauty of the coastline as you cruise along—upon
arrival at the grotto, you’ll board a smaller local boat and enter the 100-foot high natural cavern. Marvel at
the way the sunlight enters the cave via ...

Picturesque Positano with Lunch
Board a mini-bus for the panoramic drive to Positano, a picturesque coastal town where white
Moorish-style houses cling to the slopes around a small sparkling bay. Once a fishing village, Positano has
become a retreat for the wealthy and is now a popular resort area. Artists also appreciate the intimate
setting and exquisite scenery. Enjoy some free time browsing among some...

Positano & Amalfi
Step aboard a motor launch at the pier and set out on an unforgettable cruise toPositano, a picturesque
coastal town where white Moorish-style houses cling to the slopes around a small sparkling bay. Once a
fishing village, Positano has become a retreat for the wealthy and is now a popular resort area. Artists also
appreciate the intimate setting and exquisite scenery. Enjoy some...

Ravello
Set out from the harbor in Amalfi and enjoy a breathtaking panoramic drive to Ravello—one of the most
popular and well-known locations on the Amalfi Coast. You will see theduomo (cathedral) as you enter the

main square. The very linear façade conserves the original Romanesque outline, and stands beside the
13th-century bell tower. If the church is open, you will...

The Ruins of Pompeii
After meeting your friendly guide at the pier, board a comfortable air-conditioned motor coach for the
90-minute scenic drive to the foot of Mount Vesuvius. Today holds the opportunity to see the remarkable
ruins of Pompeii—this famous site is lauded as the world’s finest example of an ancient Roman town. Upon
arrival, disembark the coach andwalk with your knowledgeab...

ドブロブニク（クロアチア）
A Stroll through Medieval Dubrovnik
Discover the medieval charms of Old Dubrovnik during a memorable guided walking tour through this
historic city. Along the way, you’ll visit the Dominican Monastery andcathedral. Inside, discover the finest
collection of Renaissance paintings in Dubrovnik. Among the many works by local and Italian masters is a
painting by Tizian. The cathedral is built on the ...

Biking in the Konavle Valley
There is no better way to experience the scenic delights of Croatia's Konavle Valley than with a
scenic bicycle ride through orchards, vineyards and along the Ljuta River. Your biking adventure begins
with a motor coach drive to the village of Gruda. Here, the professional staff will greet you and after a short
introduction, your biking adventure begins. The scenic route winds thr...

Cavtat & Coastal Cruise
Leaving the pier by motor coach you will take the new panoramic road to the viewpointwith a
magnificent view of Dubrovnik and its Riviera; then continue toward the picturesque seaside resort
of Cavtat. Over the years Cavtat has become a favorite destination for sailors and yachting enthusiasts and
its place in history was secured by its role as the honeymoon destination of...

Dalmatian Coastal Delicacies
Enjoy a taste of Croatia with the chance to experience the true delicacies of theDalmatian
Coast—mussels, oysters and olive oil. After a pleasant bus ride along the Adriatic coastline your first stop
will be in the village of Orasac. Here, olive oil is still produced the old fashioned way and the press is
driven by a horse. You will be invited totaste ...

Dubrovnik Cable Car Ride & A Stroll through the Old Town
UNESCO World Heritage Site
Inscribed in 1979, the Old City of Dubrovnik is Dalmatia's 'Pearl of the Adriatic'. Once an independent
republic, it was an important Mediterranean maritime power from the 13th century onwards. Dubrovnik has
preserved its beautiful Gothic, Renaissance and Baroque churches, monasteries, palaces and fountains,
remaining a remarkably well-p...

Private Car - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking...

Private Car - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minibus - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

ミコノス（ギリシャ領）
A Stroll through Mykonos
One of the best ways to discover the charm of Mykonos Town is on foot. Explore the Mykonos that tourists
seldom see as you make your way through narrow winding streets lined with whitewashed houses and
walled gardens. Unravel the secrets of the town's deliberately confusing layout, designed to foil the
attacking pirates of yesteryear. Follow your guide through the picturesque Little Veni...

Elia Beach
Mykonos is a mecca for the rich and famous—a top international tourist destination due to its cosmopolitan
character and intense nightlife, sweeping golden beaches and crystal-clear waters. Take this opportunity to
enjoy some time at one of the popular beaches of the island. Elia Beach is the longest sandy beach on
Mykonos, fully organized with a wide choice of water sports and fac...

Paradise Beach Transfer
Unwind on one of the best beaches on Mykonos. Paradise Beach is simply beautiful. An English-speaking
escort will assist you with any queries you may have and will also advise the pick-up time for the return
transfer to the port.
Please note: Now includes reserved sunbed, umbrella & one refreshment. Wear your swimsuit under your
clothing; bring a towel, sunscreen and a hat.

Private Car - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Car - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Full Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

Private Minivan - Half Day
Explore at your own pace with a private vehicle, driver and English-speaking guide at your service. This
exclusive tour is designed to allow you the chance to customize your time ashore and discover the most
interesting sights in the comfort and privacy of your own vehicle. With your private vehicle, and the
personalized attention of your driver and English-speaking guide, you will have the fle...

The Island of Delos
UNESCO World Heritage Site
Delos was inscribed in 1990. According to Greek mythology, Apollo was born on this tiny island in the
Cyclades. Apollo's sanctuary attracted pilgrims from all over Greece and Delos was a prosperous trading
port. The island bears traces of the succeeding civilizations in the Aegean world, from the 3rd millennium
BC to the ...

